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Sticky Note
This is a stack of statements that purport to be evidence of my cyberstalking.  Many of these statements are based on hearsay from Ripley Davenport, the original faux explorer.  It's remarkable how formulaic they are.  I'll provide some background and perspective on each of the authors.  Also remarkable is how they are all such consistent experts on the subject and definition of cyberstalking. I have never met Steve Ballantyne.  I question whether he has ever met Ripley Davenport, Earl de Blonville or the O'Reillys.  I would point out to Mr. Ballantyne that Ellie Hill is a legislator in the Montana House, not a Congresswoman (that's the Federal Government).   I commented on his page and the Explorersweb page, probably just asking if he had any actual knowledge of Ripley Davenport's claims.  The notion that asking questions and commenting is somehow threatening is a recurrent theme in some of these affidavits.    One has to wonder just what sort of "threat" I pose to Mr. Ballantyne who lives in Hong Kong.  Unless, of course, Mr. Ballantyne, like Davenport and de Blonville, has vastly embellished or fabricated parts of his own story.



To: Bozeman City Attorney Greg Sullivan 
From: Steve Blethyn 
Subject: Seeking arrest of Kent Madin on charges of CS and CH 
CC: Montana Congressman Ellie Hill 
 

Sunday, 02 March 2014 
 

Dear Mr. Sullivan, 
 

My name is Steve Blethyn and I am one of the many victims of the 
international cyber stalker, Kent Madin. 

  

This Bozeman resident has ignored Montana cyber stalking laws by 
repeatedly violating my Internet privacy. 

  

Madin contacted me under false pretences via email and on Facebook and 
attempted to extract privileged information regarding an important business 
client. 

  

In an email I clearly told Madin, "I will not reply to your questions or 
statements or wish to hear from you as this matter is now being legally dealt 
with." Despite Montana law forbidding Madin from resuming contact, 
he ignored my request and responded again without delay. 

  

I then issued a second warning, which stated, "Please don't waste any more 
of your time trying to contact me as I shall be blocking you and reporting this 
to Facebook." 
 
I have had several reasons to block or report Madin since. He has tried to 
harass me on Facebook and LinkedIn on numerous occasions, and the threat 
of ‘soiling’ my reputation as a trusted businessman has been a great concern. 

 

Because Madin represents a constant threat to me, my company and my 
clients, I am writing to request that Kent Madin be immediately arrested for 
violating Montana’s cyber stalking and cyber harassment laws. 
 

  

Respectfully, 
 

Steve Blethyn 
 

Reading, Berkshire, UK 
steveblethyn@yahoo.co.uk 
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Steve Blethyn's site is here: http://blethyn.blogspot.com/  As he says he is a medic and specializes in wilderness first aid.  He was originally signed up on the Gobi2011 trip but then dropped out for unknown reasons.  This is his statement in that regard while still a member of the expedtion: "I am team member number 14 and I am the official team medic. It will be my job to keep everyone healthy and safe while they cross some of the most inhospitable landscape the planet has to offer."I contacted Blethyn to try and learn more about the planning of the Gobi2011 trip and also to see if any of the participants, like Mr. Blethyn, had done any of their own research on Ripley Davenport before sending him their money.  Again, what form of threat I pose to Mr. Blethyn is unclear.In an endorsement of Ripley Davenport written Sept 3, 2012 Blethyn had this to say "I have worked alongside him (advisory only) on a couple of occasions and have spent hours, if not days, emailing, skyping and texting Ripley in reply to his questions.."Blethyn is at best a reasonably well trained first aider.  One has to wonder why he is answering the questions of someone who claims to have been a Special Forces Combat Paramedic.  http://www.travelblog.org/Bloggers/Adventura/
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A few Pinocchios for Steve on this one.  Is he suggesting that Ripley Davenport is an "important business client"?  



Law Company “Opinio iuris” 
Company’s code: 300588453 
LT – 26129,  Elektrenai 
Lithuania 

 
 
 
Date: 28 February 2014 
 
RE:Seeking Arrest for Kent Madin on Charges of CS and CH 
 
 
Dear Mr. Sullivan 
 
My name is Renata Burbuliene. I am a Senior Lawyer at the Law Company “Opinion iuris“ 
based in Lithuania. 
 
24

th
 of August 2012 I have sent Cease and Desist Order to Mr.Kent Madin asking him to stop 

his harrasement/stalking/bullying of my client, Ripley Davenport.  
 
My repeated letters to cease his persistent actions for 5 years including but not limited: 
launching a website under my clients name, which is registered Business Name since 
September of 2011, constantly contacting my clients sponsors, charity organisations, 
management, speaking agency, employer and other third parties, which includes Skype 
meetings, repeated unwanted telephone calls to my clients sponsors, contacting editors of 
various third party blogs, contacting previous landlord and gaining personal information and 
sharing that delicate information on the public domain were ignored.  
 
30

th
 of August 2012 I informed Mr. Kent Madin that there is no dialog between him and me, he 

should discontinue communication with me and he must seek legal advice.  
 
Despite my repeated requests to Mr. Kent Madin to stop dialog with me and seek legal 
advice, I received libellous, unwanted and defamatory letters regarding my client during 
August, September and October months of 2012.  
 
I have no doubt in my mind that Mr.Kent Madin is an international Cybertalker and Cyberbully 
who has repeatedly violated Privacy laws (Data Protection Act of 1998), breeched Montana’s 
Cyberstalking and Cyber Harrasement laws. In addition causing emotional stress and 
financial lost to my client, Ripley Davenport, many other individuals and companies around 
the globe. 
 
Based on my own dealings with Kent Madin in 2012 and on behalf of my client, I request for 
an arrest of Kent Madin and cease of his computer or any other electronic device as an 
evidence of his Cyber Crime Activities. 
 
 
 
Sincerely, 
Renata Burbuliene 
 
Senior Lawyer at “Opinion iuris” 
Tel: +370 656 77724   
E-mail: info@teisine-nuomone.lt 
Website: www.teisine-nuomone.lt 

 

 

 

 

 

mailto:info@teisine-nuomone.lt
http://www.teisine-nuomone.lt/
Kent
Sticky Note
Ah, the estimable Renata Burbuliene.  There is a considerable email exchange archive with Ms. Burbulliene.  She appears to be a school mate or family friend of Laura Davenport who is also Lithuanian.  She also appears to be the person who advised Ripley Davenport that if he wrote the words "Without Prejudice" at the top of an earlier libelous screed that he would be protected from a lawsuit. That screed can be read here: http://ripleydavenport.net/fatwa.pdfShe is doubtless a very dear, loyal and close friend of Laura Davenport because that's the only explanation for her general incompetency as a lawyer. 



To: Gallatin County Attorney Marty Lambert and Bozeman City Attorney Greg Sullivan  

From: Todd Carmichael 

Subject: Seeking arrest of Kent Madin on charges of CS and CH  

CC: Montana Congressman Ellie Hill  

 

Dear Mr. Lambert and Mr. Sullivan,  

 

I am both an explorer and exploration sponsor. In both roles I am, or my sponsored explorers 

have been, repeatedly, regularly and aggressively harassed by Kent Madin. He has contacted 

journalists who interviewed me to lie and libel, emailed me countless times, attempted to contact 

folks around me, mailed me and left posts on line. He has tirelessly stalked explorers from 

around the world and I am unfortunately included on that list.  

 

There is no doubt in my mind that Madin has wilfully and repeatedly violated cyberstalking and 

cyber harassment laws and I am writing in support of the many people who are requesting that 

Kent Madin be immediately arrested for acts of cyberstalking and cyber harassment.  

 

Todd Carmichael  

Co-Founder, Coffee Sourcer  

La Colombe Torrefaction  

todd@lacolombe.net  
 

Kent
Sticky Note
Todd Carmichael is a genuine explorer.  He is also a self-absorbed scofflaw.  He gave Ripley Davenport about $5000.00 USD so that Ripley could return to Mongolia after the first disastrous failure of his solo trailer pulling trip.  Carmichael claims that his "large staff" did "exhaustive" research on Davenport before bestowing the money. But Carmichael declined to provide any of that exhaustive research.   Carmichael boasted of twice breaking National Park regulations by taking a wheeled cart into sensitive wilderness areas of Death Valley.  http://earldeblonville.net/Todd%20Carmichael%20email%20with%20douche%20bag.pdfUnlike all the other affidavit providers, Todd is also resident in the US and therefore is more practically available to the US legal system.  In this affidavit he clearly accuses me of crimes to an officer of the Court.  And Todd, unlike the foreign writers, has no excuse for not knowing that Ellie Hill is not a Congresswoman.  



To: Gallatin County Attorney Marty Lambert and Bozeman City Attorney Greg 
Sullivan  
From: Laura Davenport 
Subject: Seeking arrest of Kent Madin on charges of CS and CH 
CC: Montana Congressman Ellie Hill 
 
 

March 2014 
 

Dear Mr. Lambert and Mr. Sullivan, 
 
My name is Laura Davenport. I’m a mother of two young children and wife of 
Ripley Davenport. I am one of many victims of the international cyberstalker, 
Kent Madin. 
 
On July 12th 2012 Kent Madin sent an e-mail to my manager in Ireland 
pretending to be doing research for an article about my husband. In his letter 
he asked my manager the following: “I wonder if you would be willing to 
answer some questions from your experience with the Davenports either 
through e-mail or phone”. Around the same time, Kent Madin attempted to 
contact my colleagues via Facebook as well. 
 
My manager didn’t respond to this e-mail and without any reply, Kent Madin 
sent another defamatory e-mail on 12th August 2012. In this letter he was 
calling my husband a “conman” and used an inappropriate tone. 
 
Many unsolicited e-mails which defamed me, and messages via Facebook, 
concluded with the loss of work. Kent Madin instilled fear in my employer. This 
caused my family great emotional distress and created real financial hardship 
in the amount of almost €35,000. 
 
His attacks on me didn’t end in 2012. On 7th of May 2013 another 
manager/client in Lithuania received a letter asking about my employment. 
Kent Madin didn’t receive any response to his first letter. I asked my manager 
to ignore him. One month later the same company received a similar 
defamatory e-mail as my previous employer in Ireland had. 
 

This resident of Bozeman attacked me using contacts on my LinkedIn 
account. Please note that my LinkedIn account was closed down due to fear 
of Kent Madin and his constant visits on my profile. Even though the LinkedIn 
account hasn’t existed since April 2011, Kent Madin made screen shots of it 
and started the defamatory campaign described above against me and my 
family.  
 

In March 2014 I discovered that Kent Madin had stolen my entire personal 
blog, inserted his own comments under my writing, and then republished the 
altered blog without my knowledge or consent. 
 
Madin has continued to attack me and my family for 5 years using the Internet 
and contacting everyone including our landlord in Denmark, charity 
organisations such as SARDA, EduRelief, MS Ireland, Revenue, friends, 

Kent
Sticky Note
kentmadinanswerslauradavenport.wordpress.comenuf said.

Kent
Sticky Note
I followed the specific suggestion of WordPress in terms of how to respond to a blog that is attacking you and created my own blog.



colleagues, neighbours….. This has caused severe emotional distress not just 
me but to my children, making them frightened and causing difficulties for 
them at school. 
 
On 16th of January 2014 my husband received a phone call from a charity 
organisation where he’s appointed as schools’ ambassador for Multiple 
Scleroses. During this call we were advised that Kent Madin requested my 
husband’s medical records. His attempt to obtain medical records is a clear 
breech of Data Protection Act of 1998. 
 
He violated Montana law 45-5-220 by ignoring our pleas to stop harassing my 
family. He has also ignored Cease & Desist letters where we asked him to 
stop contacting us and everyone who was connected to us. 
 
He violated our right to privacy by publishing financial information on the 
Internet and distributing it to third parties. He has also published e-mails 
without prior agreement with the receiver/sender. 
 
He pretended to be an investigative journalist in order to obtain private and 
confidential information about my family’s private life.  
 
As a consequence of his relentless persecution, I am terrified of him, I have 
closed down all my social network accounts, I am afraid of his possible 
physical appearance outside my door. I dread not knowing when he will next 
contact people in my town or anyone I know.  
 
I fear that Kent Madin can be a physical danger to me. 
 

I am writing to request that Kent Madin be immediately arrested for violating 
Data Protection Act of 1998 and Montana’s cyber stalking and cyber 
harassment laws. 
 
Respectfully, 
Laura Davenport 
Kenmare, Republic of Ireland 
E-mail: mslauradavenport@gmail.com 
 
 

Kent
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This is flat false.  I did contact MSIreland. I did NOT ask for medical records. Full stop.  I advised them that Davenport had a documented record of fraud.  And that if they were concerned about public perception of their charity, they might want to find a way to confirm, FOR THEMSELVES, that Ripley Davenport actually has MS.  There are obvious implications if Mr. Davenport gains some notoriety raising funds for MSIreland or representing them at schools and then turns out to have been faking having the disease. 

Kent
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This is really beyond the pale.  There is NO reason, beyond needing to elicit sympathy for a non-event, to make such a claim.

Kent
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Laura Davenport filed a criminal complaint against me with the Bozeman Police.  Captain Steve Crawford interviewed me for about 30 minutes and declared there was no reason for any action on his part.  Complaint closed.  Laura owes the taxpayers of Gallatin County several thousand dollars, I estimate, for the time spent on this issue by our Police and City Attorney.  We accept checks in Euros. 



To: Bozeman City Attorney Greg Sullivan 

From: Ripley Davenport 

Subject: Seeking arrest of Kent Madin on charges of CS and CH 

CC: Montana Congressman Ellie Hill 

 

Date: 5
th

 March 2014 

 

Dear Mr. Sullivan, 

  
My name is Ripley Davenport and I have been a victim of Kent Madin’s cyber 

stalking campaign and cyber harassment for nearly five years. 

  
Kent Madin has plagued my career and family, sponsors, charitable organisations, and 

social networking friends with ruthless acts of cyber stalking and cyber harassment. 

He claims his actions are purely journalism and stands by the fact that what he has 

done is under a banner of journalism. 

  

In January 2014, he has tried to obtain medical information regarding my Multiple 

Sclerosis diagnosis, which can be confirmed by MS Ireland, openly broadcast 

personal and financial information to unknown third parties, contacted long term 

sponsors, which caused me unbelievable hassle and a definite loss of sponsorship, 

which has taken up much of my time explaining to them of Mr Madin’s apparent 

intent to destroy, what it seems like, my life, career and friendships based on 

unfounded and libellous accusations over a number of years. My career as an explorer 

and adventurer and speaker has been destroyed by Mr Madin. He still continues to 

stalk my every move on the Internet. 

 

He set up a website in my name, which is my company’s name since 9
th

 of September 

2011 and Trademark.  

 

13
th

 of September 2012 hosting company “pair Networks” has disabled this site due to 

breech of their Terms & Conditions regarding online abuse. After number of letters 

asking to take down this defamatory site, he still operates and refuses to delete. Kent 

Madin found another ISP and continues running this website, which is defamatory 

and libellous and it causes a strain on my name, family and career.  

 

 

Kent Madin has affected my personal life and my mental state causing stress, 

depression and an unbalanced family life. The toil this has caused on my marriage has 

almost driven it to the brink of divorce. 

  
The acts of cyber bullying became most threatening and in the end I had to issue 

Madin with a Cease and Desist letter from my lawyer, which he blatantly ignored. 

 

10
th

 of October 2012 I also wrote personally to Madin asking him to stop and let me, 

my family live in peace. Instead he became verbally aggressive and demanded that I 

answer his questions or he would not stop. 

  
He has continued to torment my sponsors and speaking agent, which left me no other 

choice but to withdraw from the speaking circuit resulting in a loss of income. 

Kent
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Ripley Davenport, born Colin Dormer, is a grifter and fraud.  Full stop. ripleydavenport.net

Kent
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Great line.  Read it one way and it says that MSIreland has confirmed that he has MS.  Read it another way and it just says that they can confirm that I contacted them.  I never attempted to obtain his medical records, just warned MSIreland.  The email record is quite clear. 



  
There is no doubt in my mind that Madin has wilfully and repeatedly violated cyber 

stalking and cyber harassment laws and I am writing in support of the many people 

who are requesting that Kent Madin be immediately arrested for acts of cyberstalking 

and cyber harassment. 

 

Sincerely, 

Ripley Davenport 

 

Kenmare, Co.Kerry, Ireland 

E-mail: ripleydavenport@gmail.com 
  

 



To: Gallatin County Attorney Marty Lambert and Bozeman City Attorney Greg 
Sullivan  
From: Steve Dutton 
 Subject: Seeking arrest of Kent Madin on charges of CS and CH 
CC: Montana Congressman Ellie Hill 
 
Date 14-03-17 
 
Dear Mr. Lambert and Mr. Sullivan, 
 
My name is Steve Dutton. I was Export Manager at Swesco Textile AB, sole owner of 
the Termo Original brand at the time when Kent Madin attempted to extract 
information regarding our brand ambassador, Ripley Davenport, and our sponsorship 
agreement with him. 
 
Kent Madin has ignored the fact that we had no interest in his e-mails. During 2012 - 
2013 he persisted in sending us unwanted emails and requests for private 
information regarding the detailed nature of our sponsorship support of Ripley. He 
also sent many emails insinuating falsification of achievement accomplished by 
Ripley during his career. 
 
In my opinion Kent Madin has plagued Ripley and his family with acts of cyber 
stalking and our company with unwarranted cyber harassment. Therefore, I am 
writing in support of the many people who are requesting that Kent Madin be 
immediately arrested for acts of cyberstalking and cyber harassment. 
 
Respectfully, 
Steve Dutton 
 
Borås, Sweden 
dutton.sj@gmail.com 
 
 

Kent
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I would point out that these complaints of multiple contacts are a bit disingenuous.  In many cases, the multiple contacts occurred because the first ones were apparently ignored intentionally.  On my end, I just know that I send an email and get no response.  One possible reason is that I am being intentionally ignored.  Another is that the email went in a spam box or the address is wrong.  Resending and recontacting is what happens when you hear nothing back so you try again.  Mr. Dutton could have asked me to not contact him and that would have been the end of the contact. It is interesting that as of today Mr. Dutton's company still lists the original and false expedition claims of Ripley Davenport on their website, in spite of the fact that Ripley Davenport himself has stopped any mention of those trips.   http://www.termooriginal.com/original-en#!__original-en/ambassadors/vstc5=ripleyAs to "insinuating falsification of achievement accomplished by Ripley during his career" I would point out that the issue of Ripley's authenticity is easily established and Mr. Dutton, as sponsor, should be the first to ask to see the actual proof from Ripley.



To: Gallatin County Attorney Marty Lambert and Bozeman City Attorney Greg Sullivan  

From: Basha O’Reilly FRGS 

Subject: Seeking arrest of Kent Madin on charges of CS and CH 

CC: Montana Congressman Ellie Hill  

 

30 March 2014  

 

Dear Messrs. Lambert and Sullivan, 

 

My name is Basha O’Reilly. In addition to being a grandmother in my mid-sixties, I am a Founding Member 

of the Long Riders’ Guild and a Fellow of the Royal Geographical Society. 

 

I am also the latest victim of Kent Madin, the cyberstalker who has threatened the exploration community for 

the past five years. 

 

During the course of my career as an equestrian explorer I rode 2500 miles from Russia to England. Next I 

became the only woman to ride the length of the Outlaw Trail, a journey which took me from the Mexican 

border to Butch Cassidy’s Hole-in-the-Wall hideout in Wyoming. 

 

My journeys have been well documented in newspapers, magazines, books and on hundreds of websites. In 

addition, I have spent the past fourteen years assisting others to complete their own equestrian journeys. This 

includes mentoring more than a hundred Long Riders who have made journeys on every continent except 

Antarctica. 

 

Despite my credentials as an explorer, I received a threatening message from Kent Madin on January 3, 2014. 

This was not an email, Sirs. It was a message of malice. 

 

Though no one has ever cast any doubt on my travels, honesty or integrity, Madin wrote to denounce my 

exploration accomplishments. He demanded that I provide him with proof that I had made my journeys. He 

accused me of financial impropriety. 

 

When I declined to answer, starting in February Madin began to systematically stalk those closest to me, 

including family, friends, explorers and journalists. This included harassing my colleagues at the Explorers’ 

Club, the Royal Geographical Society and the Long Riders’ Guild, in an attempt to obtain information which 

might damage my career and reputation. 

 

Later that month he launched two cyber-squatting websites against my husband and me. Shortly thereafter 

Madin sent me another email, in which he gloated that he was going to expose me as a "Walter Mitty and 

Faux Explorer of the Internet." 

 

Nor am I the only one to suffer unjust persecution from this rumour-seeking villain. 

 

Estimates of Madin’s victims vary from 50 to as many as 120 people. They reside in at least five countries, 

making Madin a prolific international cyberstalker. 

 

Regardless of the exact number of victims, Madin’s actions have produced an unprecedented wave of fear 

amongst the international exploration community. 

 

One of Europe's most respected explorers, a fellow who was awarded a medal for bravery, recently wrote to 

say, “Basha, I am begging you not to link my name to Madin’s campaign of terror, as I am worried that if he 

attacks me next I will not be able to provide for my family.” 

 

Having decided to molest me, there is no reason to believe that Madin will cease his efforts to destroy my 

reputation. In fact Madin’s own record demonstrates the extraordinary lengths he will go to inflict harm and 

humiliation to his victims. 

Kent
Sticky Note
If you Google Basha O'Reilly you will find many mentions that are rehashes of the same stories that she and Cuchullaine tell about themselves.  You will also see that there are just a few photos floating around, again, rehashed images.  I don't doubt Basha rode her horse from Volgograd to London. But that doesn't tell the whole story when she had a "sag wagon" carrying all her gear for her.  And where are the pictures from that ride?  It was 1995.  Cameras and film had just been invented and were available at reasonable prices.  And the Outlaw Trail ride?  Pictures?  Details?  Pack horses or motels?  



 

The most notorious example involves a UK explorer. Madin has spent five years systematically attacking this 

man. In January Madin made an attempt to illegally gain access to this explorer's confidential medical records. 

 

When an Australian explorer rose to the British man's defence, the Australian became the next target. Madin 

launched cyber-squatting websites designed to destroy both men. When the Australian explorer complained to 

the website's hosting company, Madin threatened to attach the explorer's name to a new website, one which 

would link the victim’s name to an act of bestiality. 

 

In the light of this type of despicable behaviour, Sirs, I have decided to waive my right to anonymity in order 

to reveal Madin’s long-running campaign of global abuse. 

 

There are different forms of rape, apart from the physical. During my ride across Russia two men attempted to 

molest me. Being mounted on my Cossack stallion, I rode down my attackers. 

Having again been unfairly targetted, I will not suffer in silence. I will not retreat in the face of Madin’s 

wicked cyber abuse. I will not be driven into silence by fear. 

 

Madin violated Montana law 45-5-220 when he purposely and knowingly caused me substantial emotional 

distress by repeatedly harassing, threatening and intimidating me via electronic communications. 

 

For that he should be arrested. 

 

Madin violated Montana law 45-5-220 when he deliberately continued to violate my privacy via a stream of 

unauthorized and intimidating electronic communications. 

For that he should be arrested. 

 

Madin violated Montana law 45-5-220 when he posted destructive statements about me on the internet and 

launched cyber-squatting websites in an effort to harass, threaten, intimidate and harm me. 

 

For that he should be arrested. 

 

Finally, Madin tricked a publisher into revealing where I live. Given Madin’s erratic and aggressive behavior I 

believe he may attempt to cause me physical harm. 

 

For all these reasons, I am seeking the immediate arrest of Kent Madin on charges of cyberstalking and cyber 

harassment. 

 

Basha O’Reilly FRGS 

Director - The Long Riders’ Guild Academic Foundation 

 

basha@horsetravelbooks.com 

Kent
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Stallion Poop!  If I had wanted his medical records I would have contacted NHS.  I NEVER asked for medical records.  
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Actually, Earl "rose to the British man's defence" for about two minutes and after learning from other members of the exploration community that Ripley was a fraud, Earl tucked his tail and went silent.  Information on Earl de Blonville is here: http://earldeblonville.net/The part about buying the URL earldeblonvilleblowskangaroos.com was a JOKE and I said so very clearly.   Now if I had suggested I would buy earldeblonvilleblowsyoungmalekangaroos.com  that would have been defamatory.  KIDDING!
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What, exactly, is a "right to anonymity"?



To: Gallatin County Attorney Marty Lambert and Bozeman City Attorney Greg 
Sullivan 
From: CuChullaine O’Reilly FRGS 
Subject: Seeking arrest of Kent Madin on charges of CS and CH 
CC: Montana Congressman Ellie Hill  
 
29 March 2014  
 
Dear Messrs. Lambert and Sullivan, 
 
My name is CuChullaine O’Reilly. I am an equestrian explorer, author, publisher – 
and a victim of the international cyberstalker, Kent Madin. 
 
In my capacity as Founder of the Long Riders’ Guild and author of the 
“Encyclopaedia of Equestrian Exploration,” I published an article on Explorers' Web 
regarding "Threats to Travel." 
 
Madin chose this opportunity to use the comments section under my article to launch 
a personal attack against a British explorer who had no connection with my article, 
me or the Long Riders’ Guild which I represent. Madin’s comments were deemed 
inappropriate and were removed by the moderator. Madin was then banned from 
using the Explorers’ Website. This marked the fourth time an exploration 
website/forum had removed Madin after he publicly attacked explorers. 
 
When his reaction to my article on Explorers’ Web was deleted, Madin immediately 
sent me a provocative email. I responded via email, stating, “I am concluding this 
conversation and blocking your email address.” 
 
As many exploration victims can affirm, Madin is not content to merely harass a 
traveller. If they refuse to respond to his threatening emails, he immediately 
retaliates against their wives, girlfriends or partners. In one notorious incident, Madin 
launched 30 cyber attacks in one day against the girlfriend of an Australian explorer. 
 
Causing harm to my loved one was indeed what Madin did next. When he could not 
contact me, Madin organized a cyber assault against my wife, the Swiss Long Rider 
Basha O’Reilly. 
 
He began on January 3, 2014 by sending Basha a threatening email in which he 
leveled false charges against her exploration career and impugned her honesty. 
 
When Basha refused to respond, Madin again resorted to his usual tactics by 
aggressively attempting to contact our friends, family, journalists and other explorers.  
 
During the month of February this unauthorized contact included a Fellow of the 
Royal Geographical Society, a Founder of the Long Riders’ Guild and two of the 
world’s leading equestrian explorers. In every case Madin attempted to obtain 
information he could use to damage our professional careers. 
 
Having failed in this regard, Madin’s next move was to try and entice confidential 
information from my former wife. He sent an email informing her that I was being 

Kent
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"Equestrian explorer"..  Cuchullaine has laid claim to exactly ONE equestrian journey between 1998 and 1991 in Pakistan.  He is the author of ONE book, Khyber Knights, a FICTIONAL account of his journey.  He and his wife, Basha, have been threatening to go on a ride around the world since 2008.  You don't get credit for things you talk about doing, you get credit for things you actually do.  Just to put the introductory sentence into perspective.
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That was the last of MANY sentences Cuchullaine wrote.  Here's the actual exchange: http://www.cuchullaineoreilly.net/cuchullaine%20oreilly%20original%20email%20exchange.pdf
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Here's the email: http://www.cuchullaineoreilly.net/Questions%20for%20Basha%20O'Reilly.pdf
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I followed up on reviews that had been written on Amazon.com about Khyber Knights, Mr. O'Reilly's book.  One of the review writers turned out, to my surprise, to be Mr. O'Reilly's wife.  My communication with her is, at her request, private at this point.  



investigated for being a fraudulent explorer. Madin requested that she speak to him 
privately by telephone. 
 
It is against the law for a civilian to falsely dress as a police officer or an ambulance 
attendant. Yet it is important to note that Madin has corrupted the journalistic system 
by repeatedly posing as an accredited journalist. 
 
He used this trick when he contacted my former wife. Madin attempted to obtain 
confidential information about my private life by pretending to be a reporter seeking 
information for an article. 
 
In fact Madin has no journalistic credentials. 
 
Yet this did not deter Madin from contacting the publisher of one of America's leading 
equestrian magazines and masquerading as a reporter. In an email to the publisher 
Madin explained that he was preparing to write “an unflattering article” about me. 
 
When the publisher questioned Madin’s motives and credibility, Madin apologized for 
being “disingenuous.” 
 
Nevertheless Madin tricked the publisher into revealing where we live. 
 
On February 28, 2014 Madin’s activities resulted in an international alert being 
published on an English anti-stalking website. On that website Madin justified his 
activities by falsely stating, “I am not a cyberstalker but an investigative journalist.” 
 
That same day, February 28, 2014 Madin created and launched two cyber-squatting 
websites against me, my wife and the Long Riders’ Guild. 
www.cuchullaineoreilly.net  
www.cuchullaineoreilly.tv 
 

Nor has Madin relented in his attacks against my wife. A few days ago he sent 
Basha a second, much more aggressive and threatening email. Therein he bragged 
about how he is “investigating” her. 
 
“I want to put you formally on notice that I will be researching your story and your 
various claims of expertise for inclusion in an article or book on what I am calling for 
now, "Walter Mittys and Faux Explorers of the Internet." 
 
Because we have chosen to ignore this request for self-incrimination made by a self 
appointed, albeit unqualified, judge, jury and executioner, Madin is now busy 
creating an internet defamation campaign designed to inflict the greatest possible 
emotional and professional harm to us. He has leveled false charges in an attempt to 
intimidate us, posted destructive reviews on Amazon against my two books and 
published damaging remarks against Long Riders’ Guild videos on You Tube. 
 
Thus, in less than 90 days Madin has succeeded in turning our lives into a living hell, 
wherein everyday exposes us to more abuse, threats and danger. 
 

Kent
Sticky Note
Simply false.  I was in this case as in all others, transparent about my interest and intentions and never ambushed anyone.  

Kent
Sticky Note
I have the same journalistic credentials as the owners of the two blogs who published Mr. O'Reilly's screed, the adventureblog and Explorersweb which is essentially no formal training.  Geoff Young, publisher of HorseConnection Magazine also has an affidavit in this group, but has no apparent journalistic credentials either.  

Kent
Sticky Note
Here's the full exchange, judge for yourself.  I never asked where the O'Reilly's lived, see for yourself. I had no idea whether Mr. Young was a fan or a detractor of the O'Reillys. My approach was intended to just elicit information about the World Ride and to avoid a response from Mr. Young tainted by his positive or negative feelings about the O'Reillys. http://www.cuchullaineoreilly.net/Geoff%20Young%20World%20Ride.pdfMy use of "disingenuous" was in the definition sense of "not fully candid".  I explained clearly that the intention was not to deceive, but not to unnecessarily draw Mr. Young into feeling either defensive or, conversely, willing to gossip and speak ill of the O'Reillys.  ALL I was asking for in my first email was news of the World Ride.  Full stop.  Geoff Young volunteered the location of the O'Reilly's.  He could have easily asked me for more detail regarding my interest before providing any information.   

Kent
Sticky Note
Some journalist.  I don't own the .tv site and a simple whois search would show that.  I do own the .net site and invite people to visit. 

Kent
Sticky Note
This from a guy who as a "selfappointed, albeit unqualified, judge, jury and executioner" publishes the "Hall of Shame" on his Long Riders Guild.  http://thelongridersguild.com/shame.htm

Kent
Sticky Note
Oh Please... The site referred to is here: quitstalkingme.com  The Davenports wrote a denunciation of me and I responded.  If you dig into this site a bit, you find that the owner offers paid services of support.  The site is a sort of advertorial posing as a help group.  The idea that these postings constituted an "international alert" is delusional. The site offers an "initial consultation" for $99.00!  Such a deal!http://quitstalkingme.com/cyber-stalker-help/



There is no doubt that Madin intends to relentlessly persecute us as he has so many 
other victims, all the while we are compelled to endure the bullying and ruinous 
accusations of this cyber-peeping-Tom. 
 
Knowing that Madin is waging a campaign designed to inflict the greatest possible 
emotional and professional harm against us has caused us tremendous emotional 
distress. Even worse, knowing that Madin has discovered where we live has 
exposed us to possible physical danger. 
 
In violation of Montana law 45-5-220, Madin has purposely and knowingly caused 
substantial emotional distress by repeatedly harassing, threatening and intimidating 
me, my wife, our friends and family, via electronic communications. 
 
In violation of Montana law 45-5-220, Madin has ignored actual notice that I, my wife, 
our friends and family, do not wish any contact with him. He has instead continued to 
violate our privacy via a stream of unauthorized and intimidating electronic 
communications. 
 
In violation of Montana law 45-5-220, Madin has posted information on the internet 
and on cyber-squatting websites that serve no legitimate purpose but have instead 
been published in an effort to harass, threaten, intimidate and harm me and my wife. 
 
Given the ample evidence provided, as well as the physical danger which we now 
face, I am writing to request that Kent Madin be immediately arrested for violating 
Montana’s cyber stalking and cyber harassment laws. 
 
CuChullaine O’Reilly FRGS 
Founder – The Long Riders’ Guild 
 



To: Bozeman City Attorney Greg Sullivan 

From: Ste Rumbelow 

Subject: Seeking arrest of Kent Madin on charges of CS and CH 

CC: Montana Congressman Ellie Hill 

 

 
Date: 05/03/2014 

 

Dear Mr. Sullivan, 

 

My name is Ste Rumbelow and I am one of the many victims of the international 

cyberstalker, Kent Madin.  

 

I was planning my first expedition to Mongolia for a year starting in November 2012 with an 

aim to begin in August 2014. He started off with an innocent looking comment on one of my 

blog updates, asking dates of the trip, how I planned to carry my kit and whether I was going 

to ‘eschew the hospitality of the locals’, even though all this information was already 

available in detail on the expedition website. I had to hold back my words in response as his 

following two responses delved deeper, suggesting my intentions might not be good ones. 

 

Following this, I received his first e-mail on the 20th August 2013. He told me most of my 

ideas were wrong, my research was bad and things wouldn’t be as I expected. His emails 

seemed more attacking than the comments on my website. He put doubts in my mind about 

what I was doing and whether it was possible. He sent me another couple of unwanted e-mails 

and I did my best to avoid him. His comments had an impact on my thoughts, made me 

concerned and I concluded by cancelling my expedition - the toughest decision of my life. 

 

Not only did he negatively affect my plans for the next year, he also put a stop to what would 

have been a massive fundraising effort to benefit thousands of children. 

 

In early June 2013, I contacted the Mongolian Embassy in London and asked if they knew 

who he was; they didn’t. I was surprised seen as he is the ‘Honourary Consul of Mongolia for 

the Northern Rockies’. 

 

I can confirm that my experience with Kent Madin had clear elements of Cyber Harassment 

and Cyber Bullying.  

 

I believe that he remains a threat to adventure and exploration community and threat to my 

future expedition plans. 

  

There is no doubt in my mind that Madin has wilfully and repeatedly violated Montana’s 

cyberstalking and cyber harassment laws. I am writing therefore to request that Kent Madin 

be immediately arrested for acts of cyberstalking and cyber harassment. 

 

 

Sincerely, 

Ste Rumbelow 

 

Uppingham, England 

realsterumbelow@gmail.com 

mailto:realsterumbelow@gmail.com
Kent
Sticky Note
This guy's "planning" for a trip to Mongolia was pretty starry-eyed.  He's not an "explorer".  He's a 20 something who is infatuated with Bear Grylls and outdoor camping gadgets. He called off his "expedition" because his girlfriend was going to miss him.. Seriously. Feel sorry for this guy, he's really naive.  Although, he may be secretly thrilled to count himself amongst the "cyberstalked".  Really, Mr. Rumbelow, can't you tell when you are being used?  Here's a quote from several long emails I exchanged with Ste in which I gave him  advice that he asked for and expressed appreciation for.  "For what it's worth, Ripley did actually give me some helpful advice and people to contact late last year and while I understand he's a phoney (mostly from what you say and the copious amounts of research I have done on the subject)"



RehaBaltic Ltd.

Company Code 302600406, VAT Payer Code LT100006037610

Pamenkalnio str. 2I-43,LT-01 1 14 Vilnius, office@rehabaltic.com

i\\i'

'...f

Date: 28 FebruarY 2014

Dear Mr. Sullivan,

My name is Liudas Sukys. 7tn of May 2013 our company RehaBaltic Ltd'

received a letter from Kent Madin requesting to confirm my colleague's Laura

Davenport employment status. In our knowledge our colleague had no work

related or any other connection to Kent Madin whatsoever.

1't of June 2013 another defamatory letter arrived to our Inbox from Kent

Madin. It was obvious sign of harassment of my colleague and her husband.

Respectfully,

Liudas Sukys

CEO of RehaBaltic Ltd,

Kent
Sticky Note
Now this is mighty compelling evidence. 



To: Gallatin County Attorney Marty Lambert and Bozeman City Attorney Greg 
Sullivan 
From: Sylvia Tidy-Harris 
Subject: Seeking arrest of Kent Madin on charges of CS and CH 
CC: Montana Congressman Ellie Hill 
 
Dear Mr. Lambert and Mr. Sullivan, 
  
My name is Sylvia Tidy-Harris and I can confirm that one of my clients Ripley 
Davenport has been the victim of the international cyberstalker, Kent Madin. 
 
Madin has plagued Ripley and his family, myself and my colleagues, and in one case 
one of my long standing clients with acts of cyber stalking and cyber harassment. 
 
He contacted P&O Cruises lines (part of Carnival Inc ) which caused me 
unbelievable hassle and took up much of my time explaining to them Mr Madin’s 
apparent intent to destroy Ripley Davenport based on unfounded and libellous 
accusations over a number of years. 
 
The acts of cyber bullying became most threatening and in the end I had to contact 
Mr Madin to request he "cease to harass my business, myself and my colleagues." 
 
He has continued to torment my client, who has temporarily withdrawn from the 
speaking circuit due to the effect Mr Madin has been having on himself, his family, 
us, his friends and his business associates. 
 
There is no doubt in my mind that Madin has wilfully and repeatedly violated 
cyberstalking and cyber harassment laws and I am writing in support of the many 
people who are requesting that Kent Madin be immediately arrested for acts of 
cyberstalking and cyber harassment. 
 
Yours faithfully, 
Sylvia Tidy-Harris - Managing Director 
 
Twitter @SylviaTidyHarri 
Tel +44 (0)1530 263221/5/6 
3a High Street 
Ibstock, Leicestershire 
England LE67 6LG  
 

Kent
Sticky Note
Ms. Tidy Harris makes her living booking after dinner speakers.   She's been sent ample evidence that one of them, Ripley Davenport, is talking through his hat. She doesn't care that she is selling faulty product.  And, I did stop contacting here when she asked me to..



 
March 25, 2014 

 

 

To: Gallatin County Attorney Marty Lambert 

From: Geoff Young – Publisher, Horse Connection Magazine 

Subject: Seeking the arrest Kent Madin on charges of Cyber Stalking and Cyber Harassment 

CC: Montana Congressman Ellie Hill 

 

Dear Attorney Lambert, 

 

On the morning of December 27, 2013 Kent Madin contacted me by email claiming he was journalist, and 

asking for my help in an article he was working on regarding modern day explorers, and specifically asking 

for information on Basha and CuChullaine O’Reilly and their proposed World Ride, of which I wrote an 

article about and published in my magazine Horse Connection. 

 

As a publisher, I am always willing to help a fellow journalist, and especially willing to help promote the 

O’Reilly’s and their wonderful organization – The Long Riders Guild. I responded to Madin that I would 

be happy to assist him and would contact the O’Reilly’s at their home in France. 

 

Madin then sent me another email saying he had lied about his intentions and thanked me for the 

information I had provided, that information being where the O’Reilly’s are now living. 

 

I was outraged when he also told me that what he had planned would not turn out well for the O’Reillys, 

and was equally outraged to find out I had been duped and deceived into providing this man with the 

location of the O’Reillys. 

 

I had believed Madin when he told me he was a journalist, and am now appalled to find out that not only is 

he not a journalist, but has been embarking on a campaign to discredit and harm people’s reputation for his 

own amusement. 

 

Kent Madin obtained information from me under false pretenses to wage his cyber campaign of destruction 

and defamation. Because he falsely claimed he was a journalist, I will be filing a complaint with Joe Skeel, 

the Executive Director of the Society of Professional Journalists. 

 

I believe that Kent Madin has willfully and repeatedly violated the cyber stalking and cyber harassment 

laws of Montana and most states in this country. That is why I am writing to you, Attorney Lambert, to 

request that Kent Madin be charged with cyber stalking and cyber harassment, and ordered to cease and 

discontinue this destructive and criminal campaign. 

 

Please feel free to contact me at the numbers below if you need additional information. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Geoff Young, Publisher 

Horse Connection LLC 

gyoung@horseconnection.com 

HorseConnection.com 

303.663.1300 (o) 

303.668.1334 (c) 

 

             PO Box 775, Redmond, WA  980775-0775 

Kent
Sticky Note
Here's the complete exchange. http://www.cuchullaineoreilly.net/Geoff%20Young%20World%20Ride%20email%20exchange.pdf




